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2022 CATALOGUE  
DIGITAL BOOKS AND MUSIC
E N H A N C E D  E B O O K S •  E B O O K S W I T H O U T A U D I O  •  A U D I O B O O K S



ENHANCED EBOOKS
Story and Illustrations Han Han

 Read-Along, Sing-Along
E N H A N C E D  E B O O K

Music All Around
Gema Sirvent / Lucia Cobo / Anie Richer
ISBN 9782925108832 
Ages 5 to 7 
$ 7.99 CND / $ 6.99 USD

Sofia is off to her grandparents for the holidays. She leaves her 
seaside home, its singing waves and whispering sand knowing 
that the sounds of the forest await her. Amongst the dark 
pines and the majestic oaks, she’ll discover the music of the 
night, the songs of a fox, an owl and a wolf. At a clearing in the 
woods, she’ll feel the wind blowing as it does on the beach. 
She’ll wave her invisible baton to the stars, offering as a gift to 
the forest the music from the sea. Recordings of the narrated 
story and the performance of the theme song included.

Summer Moonlight Concert
Han Han / Anie Richer
ISBN 9782925108795 
Ages 5 to 7 
$ 7.99 CND / $ 6.99 USD

Xiaomi will never forget the magical sounds she heard one 
hot summer evening when the power went out in her family’s 
apartment building. It happened at day’s end while her parents 
were preparing dinner. Her father lit candles while suggesting 
they take out their musical instruments and descend to the 
yard to perform for their neighbors. He played the erhu and 
her mother the accordion while she danced. The songs made 
their way into each home, and soon, everyone joined the 
concert, laughing and singing under the moonlight: a joyful, 
music celebration that brought them together. Recordings of 
the narrated story and the performance of the theme song 
included.

Text and illustrations by Jiu Er 
Read by Julie Nesrallah

WE 
WERE 

MADE FOR 
EACH 

OTHER!

 Read-Along, Sing-Along
E N C H A N C E D  E B O O K

A Picnic in the Sun
Bertie and Friends Hit the Road
Christiane Duchesne / Jérôme Minière / Marianne 
Ferrer / Geneviève Toupin / Clerel
ISBN 9782898360022 
Ages 5 to 7 
$ 7.99 CND / $ 6.99 USD

An imaginative musical tale comprised of a narrated story 
interspersed with original and traditional songs that follows 
four inseparable friends who love being together. Bertie and 
his buddies never ever got bored with each other… except for 
the time when it rained for four straight weeks! That’s when 
they decided to repair an old boat and head for dryer lands, a 
sunny place atop the Blue Mountain. The journey to the far-
away unknown destination wouldn’t be easy, but with a little 
help from newly made animal friends, they finally make it to 
the summit, the best place in the whole world to have a picnic! 
Recordings of the narrated story and 18 songs included.

We Were Made  
For Each Other!
Jir Er / Julie Nesrallah
ISBN 9782924774427 
Ages 5 to 9 
$ 7.99 CND / $ 6.99 USD

This charming, original picture book features a collection of 
short illustrated texts evoking the simple pleasures that fill 
a day in the life of Little Sun, a fearless, adorable pig with a 
big heart. She’s always on the lookout for challenges, big and 
small, and never seems to get discouraged as she embarks 
on all kinds of adventures with playmates Little Mouse and 
Miss Rabbit. A funny and endearing tale of friendship that 
will delight and enchant the whole family. A recording of the 
narration is included.

Dream Songs Night Songs 
from Belgium to Brazil
Lullabies from around the world
Patrick Lacoursière / Sylvie Bourbonnière / Bïa / 
Hart-Rouge
ISBN 9782924217054 
Ages 0 to 3 
$ 7.99 CND / $ 6.99 USD

Take an imaginary journey to unknown lands as you listen 
to lullabies from around the world (Brazil, Belgium, Algeria, 
Senegal, Israel…). The earth-toned, dreamlike illustrations 
reflect both the subject and country of origin of the music.The 
narrated story is followed by recordings of the songs and “Fais 
nanan m’tchou” (Belgium) and “Acalanto” (Brazil).

Dream Songs Night Songs 
from Mali to Louisiana
Lullabies from around the world
Patrick Lacoursière / Sylvie Bourbonnière / H’Sao / 
Hart-Rouge
ISBN 9782924217030 
Ages 0 to 3 
$ 7.99 CND / $ 6.99 USD

Take an imaginary journey to unknown lands as you listen 
to lullabies from around the world (Mali, Louisiana, Japan, 
Australia, Armenia, Spain…). The earth-toned, dreamlike 
illustrations reflect both the subject and country of origin of 
the music. The narrated story is followed by recordings of the 
songs “Makun” (Mali) and “Dodo bébé” (Louisiana).



Dream Songs Night Songs 
from China to Senegal
Lullabies from around the world
Patrick Lacoursière / Sylvie Bourbonnière / Idrissa 
Zal Sissokho / Liu Fang
ISBN 9782924217047 
Ages 0 to 3 
$ 7.99 CND / $ 6.99 USD

Take an imaginary journey to unknown lands as you listen to 
lullabies from around the world (China, Senegal, Haiti, Mexico, 
Egypt…) The earth-toned, dreamlike illustrations reflect both 
the subject and country of origin of the music. The narrated 
story is followed by recordings of the songs “Close Your Eyes” 
(China) and “Nadiara” (Senegal).

Lullaby-Berceuse:  
A Warm Prairie Night
Connie Kaldor / Brian Deines / Carmen Campagne
ISBN 9782924217061 
Ages 0 to 3 
$ 7.99 CND / $ 6.99 USD

This gorgeously illustrated original bedtime story captures 
the prairies at dusk, evoking sounds of wind and crickets, 
with scenes in mottled reds and oranges. The narrated story 
is followed by recordings of the songs “Prairie Lullaby” and 
“Dream Baby – L’enfant des rêves”.

Tomorrow is a Chance  
to Start Over
Hilary Grist
ISBN 9782924217665 
Ages 3 to 5 
$ 7.99 CND / $ 6.99 USD

A bedtime tale about two siblings, Ira and Isabelle, who live in a 
little red house by the sea, and decide one night to escape the 
sound of the city’s beeping cars. They sail off to a faraway land 
where they learn from a newly made friend, a robin with a soft 
voice, that dreams really can come true. The narrated story is 
followed by recordings of the songs “Tomorrow is a Chance to 
Start Over” and “Float Away”.

Down at the Sea Hotel
Greg Brown / Mireille Levert / Eliza Gilkyson /  
John Gorka / Lucy Kaplansky
ISBN 9782924217115 
Ages 0 to 3 
$ 7.99 CND / $ 6.99 USD

Night falls in wavelets of gentle fantasy at a seaside hotel in 
this charming bedtime story. With a peaceful “Good Night 
Moon” vibe, this story-song penned features whimsical, lush 
illustrations. The narrated story is followed by the recording of 
the theme song “Down at the Sea Hotel”.

A Gift for Sophie
Gilles Vigneault / Stéphane Jorisch / David Francis / 
Martha Wainwright / Thomas Hellman
ISBN 9782924217184 
Ages 7 to 9 
$ 7.99 CND / $ 6.99 USD

In this touching, poetic story set by the seaside, Old Man 
Tom teaches Sophie and Emilio the importance of seeing the 
world through their hearts. The narrated story is followed by 
recordings of the songs “Old Tom’s House” and “The Suitcase 
Waltz”.

A Duck in New York City
Connie Kaldor / Fil & Julie
ISBN 9782924217009 
Ages 4 to 7 
$ 7.99 CND / $ 6.99 USD

A heartwarming story about self-esteem and determination. 
Follow a little duck from the Prairies who has a big dream: 
making it to New York City and doing his ducky dance on 
Broadway! It turns out to be an adventurous journey that 
appears bound for failure until he meets up with a truck driver 
named Big Betty. She points him in the right direction and 
gives him that little nudge he needs to tackle the Big Apple! 
The narrated story is followed by recordings of the songs “A 
Duck in New York City” and “Quack, Quack, Quack”.

A Poodle in Paris
Connie Kaldor / Fil & Julie
ISBN 9782924217023 
Ages 4 to 7 
$ 7.99 CND / $ 6.99 USD

Follow a singing dog named “La Grande Fifi” as she strolls 
through the streets of Paris bumping into a wide assortment 
of friends, including her Bichon Frise band who plays for her 
in a club called “Le Bow Wow!”. The narrated story is followed 
by recordings of the songs “A Poodle in Paris” and “I Love 
That Dog”.

A Treasure in My Garden
Gilles Vigneault / Stéphane Jorisch / Hart-Rouge / 
Connie Kaldor
ISBN 9782924774427 
Ages 4 to 7 
$ 7.99 CND / $ 6.99 USD

An irresistible story-song, full of wit and whimsy, that will take 
you far away into an imaginative world of poetry inhabited by 
colourful, fanciful characters like Mr. Fish’n Chips who says 
that his job is sailing ships and Mr. Look-at-that who claims to 
be an acrobat! The narrated story is followed by recordings of 
the songs « Scuttlebutt, What a Nut » and « My Treasure ».



The Little Blue Doggy
Lionel Daunais / Marie Lafrance /  
Michelle Campagne / Paul Campagne
ISBN 9782924217092 
Ages 4 to 7 
$ 7.99 CND / $ 6.99 USD

The story of a little blue stuffed doggy who falls victim to 
famished mites after having been left at home alone. Upon 
his parent’s return, they discover his soggy red cotton tail on 
the floor and are faced with the challenge of putting him back 
together. The narrated story is followed by recordings of the 
songs “The Little Blue Doggy” and “Hopscotch Song”.

Sunday in Kyoto
Gilles Vigneault / Stéphane Jorisch / Coral Egan / 
Thomas Hellman
ISBN 9782924217085 
AGES ? 
$ 7.99 CND / $ 6.99 USD

The tale of an improbable group of musicians who come 
together to play their instruments in old Kyoto. The curious cast 
includes banjo-playing cane-wielding Joe from “Cajun land,” 
his Japanese wife adorned in a floral kimono, their Spanish 
friends, and a Buddhist monk. The narrated story is followed by 
recordings of the songs “Sunday in Kyoto” and “1,2,3, ABCD”.

W is for Wapiti!
An Alphabet Songbook
Christiane Duchesne / Paul Kunigis / Karen Young / 
Glen Bowser
ISBN 9782924217078 
Ages 4 to 7 
$ 7.99 CND / $ 6.99 USD

Learning the alphabet is bound to be fun as you go on a wild 
and amazing musical odyssey through the letters A to Z. 
Zany, hilarious characters come to life through expressive 
watercolor illustrations. The narrated story is followed by a 
recording of the theme song “Let’s Sing It Again”.

I Know an Old Lady Who 
Swallowed a Fly
Alan Mills / PisHier / Thomas Hellman / Émilie Clepper
ISBN 9782924217269 
Ages 4 to 7 
$ 7.99 CND / $ 6.99 USD

A quirky, cumulative rhyme about an old lady who swallows 
a multitude of animals, one after the other, to her detriment. 
The narrated story is followed by recordings of the songs “I 
Know an Old Lady Who Swallowed a Fly” and “The Months 
of the Year”.

CLASSIC FOLK SING-ALONG SONGS COLLECTION
SHE’LL BE COMING 

‘ROUND THE MOUNTAIN
Performed by Sin and Swoon Illustrated by Sophie Casson

Classic Folk Sing-Along Songs

 Read-Along, Sing-Along
E N H A N C E D  E B O O K

Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star
Sophie Casson / Sin and Swoon
ISBN 9782924774397 
Ages 3 to 5 
$ 7.99 CND / $ 6.99 USD

She’ll Be Coming  
‘Round the Mountain
Sophie Casson / Sin and Swoon
ISBN 9782924774380 
Ages 3 to 5 
$ 7.99 CND / $ 6.99 USD

Pop Goes the Weasel
Sophie Casson / Sin and Swoon
ISBN 9782924774373 
Ages 3 to 5 
$ 7.99 CND / $ 6.99 USD

I’ve Been Working  
on the Railroad
Sophie Casson / Sin and Swoon
ISBN 9782925108108 
Ages 3 to 5 
$ 7.99 CND / $ 6.99 USD

Little Bingo
Sophie Casson / Sin and Swoon
ISBN 9782925108122 
Ages 3 to 5 
$ 7.99 CND / $ 6.99 USD

This Old Man
Sophie Casson / Sin and Swoon
ISBN 9782925108245 
Ages 3 to 5 
$ 7.99 CND / $ 6.99 USD

Original illustrations, rich in color and 
texture, offer an endearingly offbeat 
rendering of this cherished timeless 
folk song. It takes on a life of its own 
becoming a stand-alone story featuring 
several zany characters including an 
acrobatic pink-haired roller-skater girl,  
a straw hat-wearing unshaven  
hillbilly astronaut and a banjo-playing 
cow-loving weasel. A recording  
of the song is included.



LITTLE STORIES OF GREAT COMPOSERS COLLECTION

Curiosity Killed the Cat!
FRANZ SCHUBERT
Ana Gerhard / Marie Lafrance / Colm Feore / I Musici 
de Montréal
ISBN 9782925108931  
Ages 7 to 9 
$ 7.99 CND / $ 6.99 USD

The setting is a lively open-air café on a beautiful spring day 
after a long, hard winter. In the midst of people talking and 
laughing, a very strange fellow sits by himself, book in hand, 
reading a poem about a trout swimming joyfully in a brook. 
Minim spots a scrumptious piece of gruyere on the floor next 
to the man’s table and is completely oblivious to the fact that 
it’s being used as bait for a mousetrap. Fortunately, before 
he can sink his teeth into the cheese, he is quickly lifted off 
the floor by the odd-looking daydreamer…who happens to 
be Franz Schubert! A brilliant composer who has no qualms 
about making time for the little things in life. Recordings of the 
narrated story and the performance of the composition “Trout 
Quintet” (“Forellenquintett”) included.

A Brilliant Plan!
JOSEPH HAYDN
Ana Gerhard / Marie Lafrance / Colm Feore / I Musici 
de Montréal
ISBN 9782925108962  
Ages 7 to 9 
$ 7.99 CND / $ 6.99 USD

Minim has just spent an amazing summer in the country with 
his cousin Maxim. The meals have been fabulous, followed 
by delightful concerts with gifted musicians who are there to 
play for the prince and his guests. Autumn is now upon them 
and something has gone awry. The conductor has noticed that 
the members of the orchestra have grown tired and dearly 
miss their families. How shall he convey to the prince that the 
vacation has gone on for far too long? Only a brilliant composer 
like Joseph Haydn could come up with such a plan! Recordings 
of the narrated story and the performance of the composition 
“Adagio Finale” from the “Farewell” symphony included.

Story Ana Gerhard Illustrations Marie Lafrance
Musical Recordings I Musici de Montréal 

Narration Colm Feore

THAT’S MY PIANO, SIR!
WOL F G A NG  A M A DE U S  MO Z A RT

Little Stories of Great Composers

 E N H A N C E D  E B O O K

We Are All Ears!
NICCOLÒ PAGANINI
Ana Gerhard / Marie Lafrance / Colm Feore / I Musici 
de Montréal
ISBN 9782925108993  
Ages 7 to 9 
$ 7.99 CND / $ 6.99 USD

On this occasion, Minim finds himself bouncing around in 
Emily’s skirt pocket as she joyfully skips down the stairs to 
her father’s bustling workshop. A very special guest has just 
arrived, a musician deemed to be the best violinist in the 
world. Little do the luthiers know that they will come very 
close to witnessing a terrible accident: the destruction of 
Niccolo Paganini’s most cherished instrument. Luckily, the 
little girl saves the day by miraculously catching the violin 
in midair before it hits the floor. Filled with gratitude, the 
maestro begins to play a piece for her—as if nothing else in the 
world ever existed. Recordings of the narrated story and the 
performance of the composition “Caprice 24” included.

Some Creatures  
Have All the Luck!
ANTONIO VIVALDI
Ana Gerhard / Marie Lafrance / Colm Feore / I Musici 
de Montréal
ISBN 9782925108160  
Ages 7 to 9 
$ 7.99 CND / $ 6.99 USD

With great courage, Minim braves a cold Venetian winter night 
to visit an orphanage. His mission is to replace the tooth fairy 
by leaving a little gift under the pillow of each child. Little does 
he know that this task is fraught with danger. A tomcat is 
lurking about in the building, always on the lookout for his next 
meal. Luckily, it’s also home to the great composer Antonio 
Vivaldi, whose music will prove irresistible! In addition to the 
illustrated story and introductory notes on the composer, this 
enhanced ebook includes recordings of the narrated story and 
the performance of the composition “Concerto for Winter” 
from “The Four Seasons.”

That’s My Piano, Sir!
WOLFGANG AMADEUS MOZART
Ana Gerhard / Marie Lafrance / Colm Feore / I Musici 
de Montréal
ISBN 9782925108214 
Ages 7 to 9 
$ 7.99 CND / $ 6.99 USD

One day, Minim witnesses the arrival of a dapper, young 
Mozart and his family as they set foot on a dock one late, cold 
night. He is no ordinary boy, sporting a white wig and dressed 
in red velvet, on his way to playing several concerts in the city. 
To the surprise of all, he begins to play with his sister for the 
tired customs officer and gloomy dockworkers. The evening 
air comes to life, and soon, everyone’s faces are beaming, 
their ears ringing with music! In addition to the illustrated 
story and introductory notes on the composer, this enhanced 
ebook includes recordings of the narrated story and the 
performance of the composition “A Little Night Music” (“Eine 
Kleine Nachtmusik”).

A Delicious Taste  
of Mozzarella!
PYOTR ILYICH TCHAIKOVSKY
Ana Gerhard / Marie Lafrance / Colm Feore / I Musici 
de Montréal
ISBN 9782925108009 
Ages 7 to 9 
$ 7.99 CND / $ 6.99 USD

Join Minim on his vacation adventure in the country with 
Sasha and Bobik as they spend time with their favourite uncle, 
none other than Pyotr Ilyich Tchaikovsky. This summer, the 
brilliant composer has offered them a gift they didn’t expect, 
one that will last forever and bring happiness to children all 
over the world! In addition to the illustrated story and intro-
ductory notes on the composer, this enhanced ebook includes 
recordings of the narrated story and the performances of the 
compositions “German Song”, “March of the Wooden Soldiers”, 
“Babayaga, The Witch”, and “Kamarinskaya” from “Album for 
the Young”. 

Travel through time following a charming little mouse 
called Minim who loves cheese and music.



EBOOKS WITHOUT AUDIO
TOMORROW
is a Chance
to Start Over
Bedtime story and illustrations 

Hilary Grist

Music All Around
Gema Sirvent / Lucia Cobo  
ISBN 9782925108849 
Ages 5 to 7 
$ 6.99 CND / $ 5.99 USD

Sofia is off to her grandparents for the holidays. She leaves her 
seaside home, its singing waves and whispering sand knowing 
that the sounds of the forest await her. Amongst the dark 
pines and the majestic oaks, she’ll discover the music of the 
night, the songs of a fox, an owl and a wolf. At a clearing in the 
woods, she’ll feel the wind blowing as it does on the beach. 
She’ll wave her invisible baton to the stars, offering as a gift to 
the forest the music from the sea.  

Summer Moonlight Concert
Han Han
ISBN 9782925108801 
Ages 5 to 7 
$ 6.99 CND / $ 5.99 USD

Xiaomi will never forget the magical sounds she heard one 
hot summer evening when the power went out in her family’s 
apartment building. It happened at day’s end while her parents 
were preparing dinner. Her father lit candles while suggesting 
they take out their musical instruments and descend to the 
yard to perform for their neighbors. He played the erhu and her 
mother the accordion while she danced. The songs made their 
way into each home, and soon, everyone joined the concert, 
laughing and singing under the moonlight: a joyful, music 
celebration that brought them together.  

We Were Made  
For Each Other!
Jir Er  
ISBN 9782925108276 
Ages 5 to 9 
$ 6.99 CND / $ 5.99 USD

This charming, original picture book features a collection of 
short illustrated texts evoking the simple pleasures that fill 
a day in the life of Little Sun, a fearless, adorable pig with a 
big heart. She’s always on the lookout for challenges, big and 
small, and never seems to get discouraged as she embarks 
on all kinds of adventures with playmates Little Mouse and 
Miss Rabbit. A funny and endearing tale of friendship that will 
delight and enchant the whole family.  

Tomorrow is a Chance  
to Start Over
Hilary Grist
ISBN 9782925108191 / 6 minutes 
Ages 3 to 5 
$ 3.99 CND / $ 2.99 USD

A bedtime tale about two siblings, Ira and Isabelle, who live in a 
little red house by the sea, and decide one night to escape the 
sound of the city’s beeping cars. They sail off to a faraway land 
where they learn from a newly made friend, a robin with a soft 
voice, that dreams really can come true. 

A Gift for Sophie
Gilles Vigneault /  Stéphane Jorisch
ISBN 9782925108085 
Ages 7 to 9 
$ 7.99 CND / $ 6.99 USD

In this touching, poetic story set by the seaside, Old Man Tom 
teaches Sophie and Emilio the importance of seeing the world 
through their hearts. 

A Duck in New York City
Connie Kaldor / Fil & Julie 
ISBN 9782925108047 / 5 minutes 
Ages 4 to 7 
$ 3.99 CND / $ 2.99 USD

A heartwarming story about self-esteem and determination. 
Follow a little duck from the Prairies who has a big dream: 
making it to New York City and doing his ducky dance on 
Broadway! It turns out to be an adventurous journey that 
appears bound for failure until he meets up with a truck driver 
named Big Betty. She points him in the right direction and 
gives him that little nudge he needs to tackle the Big Apple! 

A Poodle in Paris
Connie Kaldor / Fil & Julie
ISBN 9782925108061 / 4 minutes 
ges 4 to 7 
$ 3.99 CND / $ 2.99 USD

Follow a singing dog named “La Grande Fifi” as she strolls 
through the streets of Paris bumping into a wide assortment 
of friends, including her Bichon Frise band who plays for her in 
a club called “Le Bow Wow!”. 

I Know an Old Lady  
Who Swallowed a Fly
Alan Mills / PisHier  
ISBN 9782925108054 
$ 6.99 CND / $ 5.99 USD

A quirky, cumulative rhyme about an old lady who swallows a 
multitude of animals, one after the other, to her detriment.  



CLASSIC FOLK SING-ALONG SONGS COLLECTION

 T W I N K L E ,  T W I N K L E,  
L ITTLE STAR

Illustrated by Sophie Casson

Classic Folk Sing-Along Songs

 Illustrated by Sophie Casson

SHE’LL BE COMING 
‘ROUND THE MOUNTAIN

Classic Folk Sing-Along Songs

Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star
Sophie Casson
ISBN 9782925108269 
Ages 3 to 5 
$ 6.99 CND / $ 5.99 USD

She’ll Be Coming  
‘Round the Mountain
Sophie Casson
ISBN 9782925108153 
Ages 3 to 5 
$ 6.99 CND / $ 5.99 USD

Illustrated by Sophie Casson

Classic Folk Sing-Along Songs

Illustrated by Sophie Casson

I’VE BEEN WORKING 
ON THE RAILROAD

Classic Folk Sing-Along Songs

Li�le Bingo
Illustrated by Sophie Casson

Classic Folk Sing-Along Songs

Illustrated by Sophie Casson
THIS OLD MAN

Classic Folk Sing-Along Songs

Pop Goes the Weasel
Sophie Casson
ISBN 9782925108146 
Ages 3 to 5 
$ 6.99 CND / $ 5.99 USD

I’ve Been Working  
on the Railroad
Sophie Casson
ISBN 9782925108115 
Ages 3 to 5 
$ 6.99 CND / $ 5.99 USD

Little Bingo
Sophie Casson 
ISBN 9782925108139 
Ages 3 to 5 
$ 6.99 CND / $ 5.99 USD

This Old Man
Sophie Casson
ISBN 9782925108252 
Ages 3 to 5 
$ 6.99 CND / $ 5.99 USD

Original illustrations, rich in color and 
texture, offer an endearingly offbeat 
rendering of this cherished timeless 
folk song. It takes on a life of its own 
becoming a stand-alone story featuring 
several zany characters including an 
acrobatic pink-haired roller-skater 
girl, a straw hat-wearing unshaven 
hillbilly astronaut and a banjo-playing 
cow-loving weasel.  



LITTLE STORIES OF GREAT COMPOSERS COLLECTION

Story Ana Gerhard Illustrations Marie Lafrance

CURIOSITY KILLED 
THE CAT!

 FRANZ SCHUBERT

Little Stories of Great Composers

Story Ana Gerhard Illustrations Marie Lafrance

A BRILLIANT PLAN!
JOSEPH HAYDN

Little Stories of Great Composers

Curiosity Killed the Cat!
FRANZ SCHUBERT
Ana Gerhard / Marie Lafrance
ISBN 9782925108948 
Ages 7 to 9 
$ 7.99 CND / $ 6.99 USD

The setting is a lively open-air café on a beautiful spring day 
after a long, hard winter. In the midst of people talking and 
laughing, a very strange fellow sits by himself, book in hand, 
reading a poem about a trout swimming joyfully in a brook. 
Minim spots a scrumptious piece of gruyere on the floor next 
to the man’s table and is completely oblivious to the fact that 
it’s being used as bait for a mousetrap. Fortunately, before 
he can sink his teeth into the cheese, he is quickly lifted off 
the floor by the odd-looking daydreamer…who happens to be 
Franz Schubert! A brilliant composer who has no qualms about 
making time for the little things in life. 

A Brilliant Plan!
JOSEPH HAYDN
Ana Gerhard / Marie Lafrance
ISBN 9782925108979 
Ages 7 to 9 
$ 7.99 CND / $ 6.99 USD

Minim has just spent an amazing summer in the country with 
his cousin Maxim. The meals have been fabulous, followed 
by delightful concerts with gifted musicians who are there to 
play for the prince and his guests. Autumn is now upon them 
and something has gone awry. The conductor has noticed that 
the members of the orchestra have grown tired and dearly 
miss their families. How shall he convey to the prince that the 
vacation has gone on for far too long? Only a brilliant composer 
like Joseph Haydn could come up with such a plan! 

Story Ana Gerhard Illustrations Marie Lafrance

NICCOLÒ PAGANINI

Little Stories of Great Composers

WE ARE ALL EARS! 

Story Ana Gerhard Illustrations Marie Lafrance

SOME CREATURES 
HAVE ALL THE LUCK! 

ANTONIO VIVALDI

Little Stories of Great Composers

Story Ana Gerhard Illustrations Marie Lafrance

THAT’S MY PIANO, SIR!
WOL F G A NG  A M A DE U S  MO Z A RT

Little Stories of Great Composers

Story Ana Gerhard Illustrations Marie Lafrance

A DELICIOUS TASTE 
OF MOZZARELLA! 
PYOTR ILYITCH TCHAIKOVSKY

Little Stories of Great Composers

We Are All Ears!
NICCOLÒ PAGANINI
Ana Gerhard / Marie Lafrance
ISBN 9782898360008  
Ages 7 to 9 
$ 7.99 CND / $ 6.99 USD

On this occasion, Minim finds himself bouncing around in 
Emily’s skirt pocket as she joyfully skips down the stairs to 
her father’s bustling workshop. A very special guest has just 
arrived, a musician deemed to be the best violinist in the world. 
Little do the luthiers know that they will come very close to 
witnessing a terrible accident: the destruction of Niccolo Pa-
ganini’s most cherished instrument. Luckily, the little girl saves 
the day by miraculously catching the violin in midair before it 
hits the floor. Filled with gratitude, the maestro begins to play a 
piece for her—as if nothing else in the world ever existed. 

Some Creatures  
Have All the Luck!
ANTONIO VIVALDI
Ana Gerhard / Marie Lafrance
ISBN 9782925108177 
Ages 7 to 9 
$ 7.99 CND / $ 6.99 USD

With great courage, Minim braves a cold Venetian winter night 
to visit an orphanage. His mission is to replace the tooth fairy 
by leaving a little gift under the pillow of each child. Little does 
he know that this task is fraught with danger. A tomcat is 
lurking about in the building, always on the lookout for his next 
meal. Luckily, it’s also home to the great composer Antonio 
Vivaldi, whose music will prove irresistible! 

That’s My Piano, Sir!
WOLFGANG AMADEUS MOZART
Ana Gerhard / Marie Lafrance
ISBN 9782925108221  
Ages 7 to 9 
$ 7.99 CND / $ 6.99 USD

One day, Minim witnesses the arrival of a dapper, young 
Mozart and his family as they set foot on a dock one late, cold 
night. He is no ordinary boy, sporting a white wig and dressed 
in red velvet, on his way to playing several concerts in the city. 
To the surprise of all, he begins to play with his sister for the 
tired customs officer and gloomy dockworkers. The evening 
air comes to life, and soon, everyone’s faces are beaming, their 
ears ringing with music! 

A Delicious Taste  
of Mozzarella!
PYOTR ILYICH TCHAIKOVSKY
Ana Gerhard / Marie Lafrance
ISBN 9782925108016 
Ages 7 to 9 
$ 7.99 CND / $ 6.99 USD

Join Minim on his vacation adventure in the country with 
Sasha and Bobik as they spend time with their favourite uncle, 
none other than Pyotr Ilyich Tchaikovsky. This summer, the 
brilliant composer has offered them a gift they didn’t expect, 
one that will last forever and bring happiness to children all 
over the world! 

Travel through time following a charming little mouse 
called Minim who loves cheese and music.



AUDIOBOOKS

A Picnic in the Sun
Bertie and Friends Hit the Road
Christiane Duchesne / Jérôme Minière /  
Geneviève Toupin / Clerel

ISBN 9782898360046 / 37 minutes 
Ages 4 to 7 
$ 7.99 CND / $ 6.99 USD

An imaginative musical tale comprised of a narrated story in-
terspersed with original and traditional songs that follows four 
inseparable friends who love being together. Bertie and his 
buddies never ever got bored with each other… except for the 
time when it rained for four straight weeks! That’s when they 
decided to repair an old boat and head for dryer lands, a sunny 
place atop the Blue Mountain. The journey to the faraway 
unknown destination wouldn’t be easy, but with a little help 
from newly made animal friends, they finally make it to the 
summit, the best place in the whole world to have a picnic! 

Tomorrow is a Chance  
to Start Over
Hilary Grist
ISBN 9782925108207 / 6 minutes

Ages 3 to 5

$ 3.99 CND / $ 2.99 USD

A bedtime tale about two siblings, Ira and Isabelle, who live in a 
little red house by the sea, and decide one night to escape the 
sound of the city’s beeping cars. They sail off to a faraway land 
where they learn from a newly made friend, a robin with a soft 
voice, that dreams really can come true. 

Chicken Joe Forgets  
Something Important
Trout Fishing in America 
ISBN 9782925108627 / 7 minutes 
Ages 4 to 7 
$ 3.99 CND / $ 2.99 USD

The comical cat who loves to rock out in farm gear is back! 
It’s a special day for the hen house-loving friend, Chicken 
Joe, but he can’t recall why. After an abrupt awakening by 
his neighbours, the Rock and Roll Roosters, Chicken Joe sets 
out on a quest to figure out what it is he needs to remember. 
Loyal friends who love him such as Helen and Hilda, the hens; 
Miss Kitty, the city dog; Mister, the mule and King Kong, the 
parakeet, conspire to keep the delightful secret that it’s his 
birthday.

A Gift for Sophie
Gilles Vigneault / David Francis 
ISBN 9782925108092 / 12 minutes 
Ages 7 to 9 
$ 7.99 CND / $ 6.99 USD

In this touching, poetic story set by the seaside, Old Man Tom 
teaches Sophie and Emilio the importance of seeing the world 
through their hearts. 

A Duck in New York City
Connie Kaldor 
ISBN 9782925108030 / 5 minutes 
Ages 4 to 7 
$ 3.99 CND / $ 2.99 USD

A heartwarming story about self-esteem and determination. 
Follow a little duck from the Prairies who has a big dream: 
making it to New York City and doing his ducky dance on 
Broadway! It turns out to be an adventurous journey that 
appears bound for failure until he meets up with a truck driver 
named Big Betty. She points him in the right direction and 
gives him that little nudge he needs to tackle the Big Apple! 

Un pato en Nueva York
Spanish version of  
A Duck in New York City
Connie Kaldor / Inés Cánepa
ISBN 9782925108634 / 4 minutes 
Ages 4 to 7 
$ 3.99 CND / $ 2.99 USD

La historia es sobre un patito de la pradera que tiene un 
gran sueño – ir a la cuidad de Nueva York y hacer su baile de 
patito en Broadway. Su viaje aventurero parece condenado 
al fracaso, hasta que conoce a una camionera llamada Gran 
Betty. Ella le señala la dirección correcta y le da el empujoncito 
que necesita para afrontar la Gran Manzana.

A Poodle in Paris
Connie Kaldor 
ISBN 9782925108078 / 4 minutes 
Ages 4 to 7 
$ 3.99 CND / $ 2.99 USD

Follow a singing dog named “La Grande Fifi” as she strolls 
through the streets of Paris bumping into a wide assortment 
of friends, including her Bichon Frise band who plays for her in 
a club called “Le Bow Wow!”. 



LITTLE STORIES OF GREAT COMPOSERS COLLECTION

Curiosity Killed the Cat!
FRANZ SCHUBERT
Ana Gerhard / Colm Feore / I Musici de Montréal
ISBN 9782925108955 / 15 minutes 
Ages 7 to 9 
$ 7.99 CND / $ 6.99 USD

The setting is a lively open-air café on a beautiful spring day 
after a long, hard winter. In the midst of people talking and 
laughing, a very strange fellow sits by himself, book in hand, 
reading a poem about a trout swimming joyfully in a brook. 
Minim spots a scrumptious piece of gruyere on the floor next 
to the man’s table and is completely oblivious to the fact that 
it’s being used as bait for a mousetrap. Fortunately, before 
he can sink his teeth into the cheese, he is quickly lifted off 
the floor by the odd-looking daydreamer…who happens to be 
Franz Schubert! A brilliant composer who has no qualms about 
making time for the little things in life. 

A Brilliant Plan!
JOSEPH HAYDN
Ana Gerhard / Colm Feore / I Musici de Montréal
ISBN 9782925108986 / 15 minutes 
Ages 7 to 9 
$ 7.99 CND / $ 6.99 USD

Minim has just spent an amazing summer in the country with 
his cousin Maxim. The meals have been fabulous, followed 
by delightful concerts with gifted musicians who are there to 
play for the prince and his guests. Autumn is now upon them 
and something has gone awry. The conductor has noticed that 
the members of the orchestra have grown tired and dearly 
miss their families. How shall he convey to the prince that the 
vacation has gone on for far too long? Only a brilliant composer 
like Joseph Haydn could come up with such a plan! 

We Are All Ears!
NICCOLÒ PAGANINI
Ana Gerhard / Colm Feore / I Musici de Montréal
ISBN 9782898360015 / 13 minutes 
Ages 7 to 9 
$ 7.99 CND / $ 6.99 USD

On this occasion, Minim finds himself bouncing around in 
Emily’s skirt pocket as she joyfully skips down the stairs to 
her father’s bustling workshop. A very special guest has just 
arrived, a musician deemed to be the best violinist in the world. 
Little do the luthiers know that they will come very close to 
witnessing a terrible accident: the destruction of Niccolo Pa-
ganini’s most cherished instrument. Luckily, the little girl saves 
the day by miraculously catching the violin in midair before it 
hits the floor. Filled with gratitude, the maestro begins to play a 
piece for her—as if nothing else in the world ever existed. 

Some Creatures  
Have All the Luck!
ANTONIO VIVALDI
Ana Gerhard / Colm Feore / I Musici de Montréal
ISBN 9782925108184 / 14 minutes 
Ages 7 to 9 
$ 7.99 CND / $ 6.99 USD

With great courage, Minim braves a cold Venetian winter night 
to visit an orphanage. His mission is to replace the tooth fairy 
by leaving a little gift under the pillow of each child. Little does 
he know that this task is fraught with danger. A tomcat is 
lurking about in the building, always on the lookout for his next 
meal. Luckily, it’s also home to the great composer Antonio 
Vivaldi, whose music will prove irresistible! 

That’s My Piano, Sir!
WOLFGANG AMADEUS MOZART
Ana Gerhard / Colm Feore / I Musici de Montréal
ISBN 9782925108238 / 11 minutes 
Ages 7 to 9 
$ 7.99 CND / $ 6.99 USD

One day, Minim witnesses the arrival of a dapper, young 
Mozart and his family as they set foot on a dock one late, cold 
night. He is no ordinary boy, sporting a white wig and dressed 
in red velvet, on his way to playing several concerts in the city. 
To the surprise of all, he begins to play with his sister for the 
tired customs officer and gloomy dockworkers. The evening 
air comes to life, and soon, everyone’s faces are beaming, their 
ears ringing with music! 

A Delicious Taste  
of Mozzarella!
PYOTR ILYICH TCHAIKOVSKY
Ana Gerhard / Colm Feore / I Musici de Montréal
ISBN 9782925108023 / 12 minutes 
Ages 7 to 9 
$ 7.99 CND / $ 6.99 USD

Join Minim on his vacation adventure in the country with 
Sasha and Bobik as they spend time with their favourite uncle, 
none other than Pyotr Ilyich Tchaikovsky. This summer, the 
brilliant composer has offered them a gift they didn’t expect, 
one that will last forever and bring happiness to children all 
over the world! 

Travel through time following a charming little mouse 
called Minim who loves cheese and music.

Recordings are available on most music 
streaming platforms including Spotify, Apple 
Music and Deezer
Enhanced ebook and audiobook catalog  
available at  
www.thesecretmountain.com/catalog
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